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Fundamental!physics!

=!fundamental!laws!which!describe!the!physical!world,!its!proper3es!

!!!and!its!evolu3on!–!from!the!smallest!to!the!largest!scales!

Are!the!physical!laws!derived!here!on!Earth!

the!same!as!in!the!rest!of!the!Universe?!

!

For!instance,!does!the!astronaut!!

fall!in!the!same!way!everywhere!in!the!universe?!

!

Even!near!exo3c!maLer!in!strong!gravita3onal!fields?!



100*years*of*General*Rela6vity*and*Tes6ng*it*

•  !General!rela3vity!conceptually!different!than!descrip3on!of!other!forces!

!•  We!expect!that!GR!must!eventually!fail!(incompa3bility!with!quantum!

theory,!singulari3es),!but!we!don’t!know!how!and!where!!

•  Will!Einstein!have!the!last!word!on!(macroscopic)!gravity!or!does!GR!fail!

far!below!the!Planck!energy?!!

•  What!is!dark!maLer!and!dark!energy?!!

•  Do!we!have!to!modify!gravity!on!large!scales?!!

•  How!to!test!it?!

Dark!Energy!

Dark!!

MaLer!

Atoms!

(NASA)!



100*years*of*General*Rela6vity*and*Tes6ng*it*

•  !General!rela3vity!conceptually!different!than!descrip3on!of!other!forces!

•  !GR!has!been!tested!precisely,!e.g.!in!solar!system!

•  !Classical!tests:!

!!!!-!Mercury!perihelion!advance!

!!!!-!Light-deflec3on!at!Sun!

!!!!-!Gravita3onal!redshi^!

•  !!Modern!tests!in!solar!system,!!

!!!!-!!Lunar!Laser!Ranging!(LLR)!

!!!!-!!Radar!reflec3on!at!planets,!Cassini!spacecra^!signal!

!!!!-!!LAGEOS!&!Gravity!Probe!B!

S3ll...!

!!We!need!to!test!gravity!in!strong,!non-linear!condi3ons:!NS+BH!!

!!What!are!the!proper3es!of!black!holes!&!gravita3onal!waves?!

!!!!!!Using!techniques!and!methods!not!known!to!Einstein...!

(LR/ITP) 
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

Outline*

•  Introduc3on:!Pulsars!&!gravita3onal!waves!
•  Tes3ng!general!rela3vity!with!binary!pulsars!
•  Tes3ng!alterna3ve!theories!
•  (Near?!)!Future!tests!with!Black!Holes:!Sgr!A*!



Pulsars…*

•  …almost!black!holes!

•  …Objects!of!extreme!maLer:!

–  10!x!nuclear!density!
–  B!~!B

cr
!=!4.4!x!109!Tesla!

–  Electr.!fields!~!1012!Volt!
–  F

EM
!=!1011F

gravita3on!

–  High-temperature!superfluid!superconductor!!

…born!in!(usually!Type!II)!Supernova!explosion:!



Pulsars…*rotate*very*fast!*

20,000!

1,600!

J1748-2446ad!

1.4!ms!

J2144-3933!

8.5!s!
Period!

Rota3ons!per!minute!

Crab!pulsar!

33!ms!

42,960! 7!

Vela-Pulsar!89!ms!

•  Speed!at!equator:!!!45,000,000!m/s!=!162!Million!km/h!!

•  Centrifugal!accelera3on:!!!20!Million!g!!

•  Pulsars!are!massive,!fast!rota3ng!fly!wheels!

•  Pulsars!are!excellent!clocks!



Most*useful:*Pulsars*with*companions*

Simple!recipe:!

1.!Find!them!!

2.!Time!them!!

!

!!!i.e.!Measure!(=3me!)!how!a!pulsar!falls!as!a!test!mass!in!the!gravita3onal!poten3al!of!!!!!!

!!!!a!companion!(and!in!the!Galaxy)!!!!!!!…!a!clean!experiment!with!extreme!precision!!

~*2500**radio*pulsars*

1.40!ms!!(PSR!J1748-2446ad)!

8.50!s!!!!!(PSR!J2144-3933)!

!

~*10%**binary*pulsars*

Orbital(period(range(

94!min!!(PSR!J1311-3430)!

5.3!yr!!!(PSR!J1638-4725)!

Companions)

MSS,!WD,!NS,!planets!

Wanted:)PSR2BH!)



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!
(Nyquist-)!Sampled!!

bandwidth!



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!
(Nyquist-)!Sampled!!

bandwidth!

Harmonics!



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!
(Nyquist-)!Sampled!!

bandwidth!
Harmonics!

•  Binary!period,!P
b
!!

•  Projected!semi-major!axis,!

•  !!!!x!=!a
p
!sin(i)!/!c!

•  Eccentricity,!e!

•  Longitude!of!periastron,!ω!
•  Epoch!periastron,!T

0!

... ... 

Unknown!orbit!



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!

(Nyquist-)!Sampled!!

bandwidth!

and!sub-banded! Harmonics!... ... 
Unknown!orbit!

Unknown!dispersion!due!to!ionized!

interstellar!medium.!!

!

Without!de-dispersion,!we!can!not!

see!the!pulsar:!search!for!DM!

Unknown!Dispersion!Measure!



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!

(Nyquist-)!Sampled!!

bandwidth!

and!sub-banded! Harmonics!... ... 
Unknown!orbit!

Unknown!Dispersion!Measure!

...and!repeat!the!whole!thing!for!

!!!!>million!posi3ons!on!the!sky!!

!

Today:!!~50!TB/h!

Soon!(MeerKAT/Effelsberg!PAF):!100-200!TB/h!

SKA1:!!~1!PB/s!

Eventually!need!PFlops!to!EFlops!on!the!fly...!

whole sky – millions of beams 



Finding*(binary)*Pulsars*

FFT!

(Nyquist-)!Sample!!

your!bandwidth!

and!sub-band! Harmonics!... ... 
Unknown!orbit!

Unknown!Dispersion!Measure!

For!each!beam,!228-30!samples,!

producing!millions!of!candidates!per!beam:!

!

whole sky – millions of beams 
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ABSTRACT

Radio pulsar surveys are producing many more pulsar candidates than can be in-
spected by human experts in a practical length of time. Here we present a technique
to automatically identify credible pulsar candidates from pulsar surveys using an ar-
tificial neural network. The technique has been applied to candidates from a recent
re-analysis of the Parkes multi-beam pulsar survey resulting in the discovery of a
previously unidentified pulsar.

Key words: methods: data analysis - pulsars: general - stars: neutron

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of pulsars by Jocelyn Bell and Antony
Hewish at Cambridge in 1967 using a pen chart recorder
(Hewish et al. 1968), pulsar searching has come a long way.
Modern pulsar surveys use high performance computing fa-
cilities to perform an extensive range of signal processing
and search algorithms. These methods are designed to max-
imize sensitivity to weak, rapid, and dispersed pulsar signals
often buried in large amounts of terrestrial radio frequency
interference (RFI), or even in binary systems. There is little
doubt that these complex algorithms have aided searches for
pulsars, however there remain certain search tasks for which
standard computer programs are of little use. In particular,
the final stage of a pulsar search, the selection of credible
pulsar candidates for follow-up observations, which still re-
mains a task for a human since the decision is visual and
based on a number of combined properties of the pulsar sig-
nal. The process can be time consuming and inefficient in
analysis of large-scale surveys that produce many millions
of pulsar candidates.

Large-scale pulsar surveys such as the Parkes multi-
beam pulsar survey (PMPS) (Manchester et al. 2001) have
dramatically increased the number of known pulsars. Find-
ing more pulsars elucidates the properties of their Galac-
tic population, and also offers the possibility of uncovering
new and extreme phenomena in neutron-star astrophysics.
Future pulsar surveys will be done with the next gener-
ation of radio telescopes, such as LOw Frequency ARray

⋆ E-mail: reatough@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de

(LOFAR), the Five hundred metre Aperture Spherical Tele-
scope (FAST), and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) (e.g.
van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010, Smits et al., 2009a,b, Cordes
et al., 2004). These radio telescopes will be excellent sur-
vey tools because of their large collecting areas, capabil-
ity to form many simultaneous beams on the sky, and in
the case of the interferometers, wide fields of view. It is ex-
pected that these instruments will detect a large fraction of
the observable pulsars in the Galaxy. The inevitable flood
of pulsar candidates that will require inspection to achieve
this will certainly require some form of multi-person or ma-
chine based candidate selection. Some large-scale astronom-
ical surveys and data mining projects have resorted to em-
ploying many online volunteers to search for or classify their
objects of interest in so-called ‘citizen science’ projects (e.g.
Lintott et al., 2008, Westphal et al., 2005). In searches for
pulsars, the pulsar Arecibo L-band Feed Array (ALFA) sur-
vey collaboration has enlisted the help of High School and
undergraduate students in a successful outreach and science
program to identify potential pulsar candidates (Jenet et al.,
2007).

Recent machine solutions include, candidate ranking
based on likelihoods calculated from parameter distributions
of pulsar and non-pulsar signals (Lee, private communica-
tion), and the sorting of candidates based on a number of
‘scores’ that indicate the similarity of the signal to that of a
typical pulsar (Keith et al., 2009). In this paper we present
an alternative method whereby an artificial neural network
(ANN) has been trained using a particular set of scores to
automatically identify credible pulsar candidates from a re-
cent re-analysis of the PMPS. ANNs have long been used in
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Radiopulsare entdeckt. Als besonders 

ergiebig haben sich dabei Himmelsdurch-

musterungen mit großen Radioobserva-

torien wie dem 100-Meter-Teleskop in Ef-

felsberg, dem Arecibo-Teleskop (305 Meter 

Durchmesser) oder dem Parkes-Observa-

torium (64 Meter Durchmesser) in Austra-

lien erwiesen (siehe Bild S. 52).

Mit diesen Instrumenten suchen die 

Astronomen Bereiche des Himmels nahe 

der galaktischen Ebene ab. Üblicherweise 

werden dazu Radioempfänger mit sieben 

oder dreizehn einzelnen Elementen ein-

gesetzt, die gleichzeitig die Radiowellen 

aus mehreren benachbarten kleinen Him-

melsausschnitten aufzeichnen. Durch 

eine gezielte Aufteilung des Himmels 

durch jeweils um kleine Winkel versetzte 

Beobachtungsareale lässt sich so der ge-

samte Zielbereich abtasten. Die Einzelbe-

obachtungen dauern typischerweise eini-

ge Minuten bis zu rund einer Stunde.

Für die Analyse der Beobachtungsdaten 

ist es wichtig abzuschätzen, wie die Signa-

le der aufzuspürenden Radiopulsare be-

schaffen sein können. Grundsätzlich hat 

man es hier mit unbekannten Eigenschaf-

ten der Quellen zu tun. Und je nachdem, 

ob es sich bei den Pulsaren um Einzelob-

jekte oder um Mitglieder eines Doppel-

sternsystems handelt, gehen unterschied-

liche zu berücksichtigende Parameter in 

die Analyse ein.

Im Falle von Radiopulsaren, die als 

Einzelsterne im All rotieren, sind zwei 

Parameter unbekannt: ihre Entfernung 

zur Erde und ihre Rotationsfrequenz. Die 

Energie, welche die Pulsare in Form von 

Radiowellen, Gammastrahlung oder viel-

leicht auch Gravitationswellen ins All ab-

strahlen, stammt ursprünglich aus der Ro-

tationsbewegung. Im Lauf der Zeit nimmt 

daher die Rotationsenergie der Neutro-

nensterne ab, und sie drehen sich immer 

langsamer. Für die Suche nach Pulsaren 

in den Daten von Radioteleskopen kann 

dies zumeist vernachlässigt werden, denn 

über Beobachtungszeiten von einer Stun-

de oder weniger macht sich die zeitliche 

Veränderung der Rotationsfrequenz nicht 

bemerkbar. Erst nach mehreren Monaten 

ist die Verlangsamung eindeutig nachzu-

weisen und ist dann eine wichtige Mess-

größe für die Astronomen, lässt sie doch 

Rückschlüsse auf das Magnetfeld eines 

Neutronensterns zu.

Die Entfernung geht indirekt über die 

Dispersion der Radiowellen in die Analyse 

ein. Wenn die Radiostrahlung auf ihrem 

War verteiltes Rechnen zuvor auf traditionelle Computer wie Desktop-Rechner 
oder Laptops beschränkt, so lassen sich seit Sommer 2013 auch Mobilgeräte 

wie Smartphones oder Tablets, die auf dem Android-Betriebssystem basieren, zur 
Suche nach Radiopulsaren mit Einstein@Home einsetzen. Denn die mobilen Geräte 
sind deutlich leistungsfähiger und energieeffizienter geworden und zudem weit 
verbreitet. So gibt es rund 900 Millionen Android-Geräte mit einer kombinierten 
Rechenleistung, die diejenige der weltweit größten konventionellen Supercomputer 
übertrifft. Um den Nutzern dieser Geräte die Teilnahme an verteilten Rechenprojek-
ten zu ermöglichen, wurde die zugrunde liegende Software BOINC aktualisiert. Besit-
zer von Geräten mit Android 2.3 oder neueren Versionen können nun unter anderem 
bei Einstein@Home mitmachen, indem sie BOINC vom Google Play Store herunterla-
den (siehe QR-Code und Weblink unten; mit einer App lässt sich der QR-Code über die 
Kamera des Mobilgeräts einscannen und die Webseite im Browser öffnen.)

Um die Batterielebensdauer zu erhalten, Ladezeiten zu minimieren und den 
Verbrauch von Download-Kontingenten zu vermeiden, rechnet BOINC auf Smartpho-
nes und Tablets jedoch nur dann, wenn diese geladen werden, wenn ihre Batteriela-
dung über 90 Prozent beträgt und wenn sie mit einem lokalen drahtlosen Netzwerk 
(WLAN) verbunden sind. Zusätzlich wird die Temperatur des Geräts überwacht, um 
eine Überhitzung zu verhindern.

Die BOINC-Software vom 
Google Play Store:  
http://goo.gl/yCh69q

Android-Geräte auf der Suche nach Radiopulsaren
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Seit Sommer 2013 lassen sich auch Smartphones und Tablet-PCs für die Suche von 
Radiopulsaren mit Einstein@Home einsetzen.
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Discoveries*over*6me*

Animation by Cherry Ng 
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Millisecond Pulsars (P<30ms)

Discoveries*lead*to*excellent*science!*

Exci3ng!science!ranging!from!solid-state!physics!to!tes3ng!gravity.!

Double!Pulsar!

Fastest!MSP!!

RRATs!

IntermiLent!pulsars!

“Lorimer!Burst”!

Sub-100ns!3ming!

Missing-link!pulsar!

2-M!!Pulsar!

1st!Blind-search!radio!magnetar!

100th!FERMI!Pulsar!

1st!Pulsars!via!AI!and!Volunteer!Compu3ng!

Thornton!et!al.!Bursts!

J0348+0432!

Galac3c!centre!Magnetar!

Triple!System!
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“…but*that’s*only*the*beginning!”*

•  We can expect to find about 30,000 active (visible) pulsars 
•  Among those will be about 2000 millisecond pulsars 
•  A dramatic increase in the number of known sources! 
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Year
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Today!!

Up!tp!now,!only!a!modest!prelude!!

The!SKA!will!be!transforma3onal!!

SKA!

1st!Science!Book!



TOA! Residual!

Model!

Fold! Fold!

A*simple*and*clean*experiment:*Pulsar*Timing*

Coherent!3ming!solu3on!about!1,000,000!more!precise!than!Doppler!method!!

Pulsar!3ming!measures!arrival!3me!(TOA):!

!

!



High*precision*measurements*–*What's*possible*today…*
*Spin*parameters:*
•  Period:! !5.757451924362137(2)!ms!!(Verbiest!et!al.!2008)!!Note:!2!aLo!seconds!uncertainty!!

Astrometry:*

•  Distance:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! ! !157(1)!pc ! ! !(Verbiest!et!al.!2008)!

•  Proper!mo3on:!! ! !!!!! !140.915(1)!mas/yr ! !(Verbiest!e!t!al.!2008)!

Orbital*parameters:*

•  Period:! ! ! !0.102251562479(8)!day!!! !(Kramer!et!al.!in!prep.)!

•  Projected!semi-major!axis: ! !31,656,123.76(15)!km!!!!!!! !(Freire!et!al.!2012)!!

•  Eccentricity: ! ! !3.5!(1.1)!×!10−7 ! !(Freire!et!al.!2012)!

Masses:*

•  Masses!of!neutron!stars:!!! ! !1.33816(2)!/!1.24891(2)!M !!!!!! !(Kramer!et!al.!in!prep.)!

•  Mass!of!WD!companion:!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !0.207(2)!M ! ! !(Hotan!et!al.!2006)!

•  Mass!of!millisecond!pulsar: ! !1.667(7)!M ! ! !(Freire!et!al.!2012)!

•  Main!sequence!star!companion: ! !1.029(3)!M ! ! !(Freire!et!al.!2012)!

•  Mass!of!Jupiter!and!moons:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9.547921(2)!x!10-4!M !!!!!!! !(Champion!et!a.!2010)!

Rela6vis6c*effects:*

•  Periastron!advance:! ! !4.226598(5)!deg/yr ! !(Weisberg!et!al.!2010)!

•  Einstein!delay: ! ! !4.2992(8)!ms! ! !(Weisberg!et!al.!2010)!

•  Orbital!GW!damping:! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.152(8)!mm/day ! !(Kramer!et!al.!in!prep)!

Fundamental*constants:*

•  Change!in!(dG/dt)/G:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(−0.6!±!1.1)!×!10−12!yr−1! ! !(Zhu!et!al.!2015)!

Gravita6onal*wave*detec6on:*

•  Change!in!rela3ve!distance:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!100m!/!1!lightyear!!!!!!!!!!!!! !(EPTA,!NANOGrav,!!PPTA)!

!

!



Pulse!arrival!3mes!will!be!affected!by!low-frequency!!

gravita3onal!waves!–!correlated!across!sky!!

!

In!a!!“Pulsar!Timing!Array”!!(PTA)!pulsars!act!as!the!!

arms!of!a!cosmic!gravita3onal!wave!detector!

!

!

Pulsars*as*Gravita6onal*Wave*Detectors*

[ Hellings & Downs 1983 ] 



Detec6ng*gravita6onal*waves*

The international pulsar timing array project 3

of this technique have been described numerous times in the literature (see Lorimer &

Kramer 2005 for an overview and Edwards, Hobbs & Manchester 2006 for full details of

the method). In brief, the observed pulse times-of-arrival (TOAs) are compared with a

prediction for the arrival times obtained with a model of the spin, astrometric and orbital

parameters of the pulsar and details of the pulse propagation through the interstellar

medium. The deviations between the predicted and the observed TOAs are known as
the pulsar ‘timing residuals’ and indicate unmodelled effects, i.e., Ri = (φi−Ni)/ν where

φi describes the time evolution of the pulse phase based on the model pulse frequency

(ν) and its derivatives. Ni is the nearest integer to φi. GW signals are not included in

a pulsar timing model and, hence, any such waves will induce residuals. Unfortunately,

the expected signal induced by GWs is small, with typical residuals being <100 ns.

The TOA precision achievable for the majority of pulsars is ∼ 1ms and most pulsars
show long-term timing irregularities that would make the detection of the expected GW

signal difficult or impossible (e.g. Hobbs, Lyne & Kramer 2006). However, a sub-set of

the pulsar population, the millisecond pulsars, have very high spin rates, much smaller

timing irregularities and can be observed with much greater TOA precision. Recent

observations of PSR J0437−4715 have shown that TOA precisions of ∼ 30 ns can be

achieved (see §4) and over 10 yr the root-mean-square (rms) timing residuals are 200 ns
(Verbiest et al. 2008).

In §2 of this paper we describe the induced timing residuals caused by GWs.

The expected sources of detectable GW signals are given in §3. We summarise the

International Pulsar Timing Array project in §4 and highlight future telescopes and

timing array projects in §5.

2. Induced timing residuals caused by gravitational waves

Sazhin (1978) and Detweiler (1979) first showed that a GW signal causes a fluctuation

in the observed pulse frequency δν/ν which affects the pulsar timing residuals at time

t from the initial observation as

R(t) = −
! t

0

δν(t)

ν
dt. (1)

The Doppler shift can be shown to have the form

δν

ν
= H ij(he

ij − hp
ij) (2)

where he
ij is the GW strain at the Earth at the time of observation, hp

ij the strain at the

pulsar when the electromagnetic pulse was emitted (typically ∼ 1000 yr ago) and H ij

is a geometrical term that depends upon the angle between the Earth, pulsar and GW

source. This equation was derived assuming a plane gravitational wave and is accurate

to first order in hij for all GW wavelengths. Note, this expression holds even if the

wave is not sinusoidal. Full details of the exact form of the induced residuals are given
by Hobbs et al. (2009a). Standard pulsar timing techniques absorb any low-frequency

GWs by fitting for the pulsar’s spin-down and so the time span of the data provides a

•  Sazhin!(1978)!and!Detweiler!(1979)!first!showed!that!a!GW!signal!causes!a!

fluctua3on!in!the!observed!pulse!frequency!δν/ν!!

•  The!3ming!residual!is!the!integral!over!these!varia3on!over!the!dura3on!of!

!!!!!!!the!3ming!experiment:!

The international pulsar timing array project 3

of this technique have been described numerous times in the literature (see Lorimer &

Kramer 2005 for an overview and Edwards, Hobbs & Manchester 2006 for full details of

the method). In brief, the observed pulse times-of-arrival (TOAs) are compared with a

prediction for the arrival times obtained with a model of the spin, astrometric and orbital

parameters of the pulsar and details of the pulse propagation through the interstellar

medium. The deviations between the predicted and the observed TOAs are known as
the pulsar ‘timing residuals’ and indicate unmodelled effects, i.e., Ri = (φi−Ni)/ν where

φi describes the time evolution of the pulse phase based on the model pulse frequency

(ν) and its derivatives. Ni is the nearest integer to φi. GW signals are not included in

a pulsar timing model and, hence, any such waves will induce residuals. Unfortunately,

the expected signal induced by GWs is small, with typical residuals being <100 ns.

The TOA precision achievable for the majority of pulsars is ∼ 1ms and most pulsars
show long-term timing irregularities that would make the detection of the expected GW

signal difficult or impossible (e.g. Hobbs, Lyne & Kramer 2006). However, a sub-set of

the pulsar population, the millisecond pulsars, have very high spin rates, much smaller

timing irregularities and can be observed with much greater TOA precision. Recent

observations of PSR J0437−4715 have shown that TOA precisions of ∼ 30 ns can be

achieved (see §4) and over 10 yr the root-mean-square (rms) timing residuals are 200 ns
(Verbiest et al. 2008).

In §2 of this paper we describe the induced timing residuals caused by GWs.

The expected sources of detectable GW signals are given in §3. We summarise the

International Pulsar Timing Array project in §4 and highlight future telescopes and

timing array projects in §5.

2. Induced timing residuals caused by gravitational waves

Sazhin (1978) and Detweiler (1979) first showed that a GW signal causes a fluctuation

in the observed pulse frequency δν/ν which affects the pulsar timing residuals at time

t from the initial observation as

R(t) = −
! t

0

δν(t)

ν
dt. (1)

The Doppler shift can be shown to have the form

δν

ν
= H ij(he

ij − hp
ij) (2)

where he
ij is the GW strain at the Earth at the time of observation, hp

ij the strain at the

pulsar when the electromagnetic pulse was emitted (typically ∼ 1000 yr ago) and H ij

is a geometrical term that depends upon the angle between the Earth, pulsar and GW

source. This equation was derived assuming a plane gravitational wave and is accurate

to first order in hij for all GW wavelengths. Note, this expression holds even if the

wave is not sinusoidal. Full details of the exact form of the induced residuals are given
by Hobbs et al. (2009a). Standard pulsar timing techniques absorb any low-frequency

GWs by fitting for the pulsar’s spin-down and so the time span of the data provides a

With!Doppler!shi^!given!by!

geometry! Earth! pulsar!
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ABSTRACT

General expressions for the expected timing residuals induced by gravitational wave (G-wave) emission from
a slowly evolving, eccentric, binary black hole system are derived here for the first time. These expressions are
used to search for the signature of G-waves emitted by the proposed supermassive binary black hole system in
3C 66B. We use data from long-term timing observations of the radio pulsar PSR B1855+09. For the case of a
circular orbit, the emitted G-waves should generate clearly detectable fluctuations in the pulse-arrival times of
PSR B1855+09. Since no G-waves are detected, the waveforms are used in a Monte Carlo analysis in order to
place limits on the mass and eccentricity of the proposed black hole system. The analysis presented here rules out
the adopted system with 95% confidence. The reported analysis also demonstrates several interesting features of
a G-wave detector based on pulsar timing.

Subject headings: black hole physics — gravitational waves — pulsars: general —
pulsars: individual (B1855+09)

1. INTRODUCTION

This work describes a general technique used to constrain
the properties of supermassive binary black hole (SBBH)
systems using pulsar-timing observations. This technique is
applied to the recently proposed SBBH system in 3C 66B
(Sudou et al. 2003; hereafter S03) using 7 yr of timing data
from the radio pulsar PSR B1855+09. Given the length of
the available data set and this pulsar’s low rms timing noise
(1.5 !s), these data are well suited for this analysis.

Expressions are derived for the expected timing residuals
induced by G-waves generated from two orbiting masses. The
effects of orbital eccentricity, viewing geometry, and post-
Newtonian orbital evolution are included. Since the resulting
waveforms are quasi-periodic, although not necessarily sinu-
soidal, a periodogram analysis together with harmonic sum-
ming can be used to search for the signature of G-waves in
pulsar-timing data. When this signature is detected, the de-
rived expressions can be used to determine the system’s chirp
mass and eccentricity. For a nondetection, these expression
can be used in a Monte Carlo analysis in order to place limits
on the properties of the proposed system.

In this work, the derived expressions are used to place limits
on the proposed SBBH system in 3C 66B, a nearby (z ¼ 0:02)
radio galaxy. S03 recently suggested that this galaxy may
contain a SBBH system with a current period of 1.05 yr, a
total mass of 5:4 ; 1010 M", and a mass ratio of 0.1. Such a
system will merge in #5 yr. Although it would be fortuitous to
catch such a system so close to coalescence, the reward for
directly detecting G-waves for the first time is large enough to
warrant a short investigation focused on this system.

Future work will place constraints on other known nearby
candidate SBBH systems. Lommen & Backer (2001) showed
that meaningful constraints could be placed on about a dozen
nearby sources, if pulsar timing can reach sensitivities of
100 ns. The residual expressions derived here can be used
to place limits on the chirp mass and eccentricity of these
systems. These expressions also show how the same G-wave
will affect multiple sources, thus allowing one to discriminate
between G-wave-induced and non–G-wave-induced timing
fluctuations.

Section 2 describes the expected signature of G-wave
emission from a general binary system; x 3 applies these re-
sults to the specific case of the proposed system in 3C 66B. The
observations of PSR B1855+09 used to search for G-waves
are described in x 4. Section 5 discusses the search tech-
niques employed as well as the Monte Carlo simulation used
to place limits on the mass and eccentricity of the system.
The results are discussed in x 6.

2. THE SIGNATURE OF A SBBH

The orbital motion of a SBBH system will generate gravi-
tational radiation. The emitted G-waves will induce periodic
oscillations in the arrival times of individual pulses from
radio pulsars. Given a model for the pulse arrival times in the
absence of G-waves, one can generate a time series of
‘‘residuals,’’ which are the observed pulse arrival times minus
the expected pulse arrival times. Ideally, the effects of known
accelerations are removed from the timing residuals, leaving
only the variations due to the presence of G-waves.

The emitted G-waves are described by two functions of
spacetime, hþ and h;, which correspond to the gravitational
wave strain of the two polarization modes of the radiation
field. As these waves pass between the Earth and a pulsar, the
observed timing residuals, R(t), will vary as (Estabrook &
Wahlquist 1975; Detweiler 1979)

R(t) ¼ 1

2
1þ cos !ð Þ rþ tð Þ cos 2 ð Þ þ r; tð Þ sin 2 ð Þ½ (; ð1Þ
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Variations in the pulse arrival times compared to h = 0 (residuals)

"Earth term"

"pulsar term"

where t is time, ! is the opening angle between the G-wave
source and the pulsar relative to Earth,  is the G-wave
polarization angle, and the ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘;’’ refer to the two
G-wave polarization states. The functions rþ and r;, referred
to collectively as rþ;;, are related to the G-wave strain by

rþ;;(t) ¼ reþ;;(t)# r
p
þ;;(t); ð2Þ

reþ;;(t) ¼
Z t

0

heþ;;(") d"; ð3Þ

r
p
þ;;(t) ¼

Z t

0

h
p
þ;; " # d

c
1# cos !ð Þ

! "
d"; ð4Þ

where heþ;;(t) is the G-wave strain at Earth, h
p
þ;;(t) is the

gravitational wave strain at the pulsar, " is the time integration
variable, d is the distance between Earth and the pulsar, and c
is the speed of light. Note that the pulsar term, hpþ;;, is eval-
uated at the current time minus a geometric delay.

G-waves emitted by a system in a circular orbit (i.e., zero
eccentricity) will vary sinusoidally as a function of time, with
a frequency given by twice the orbital frequency. For eccentric
systems, the emitted waves will contain several harmonics of
the orbital frequency. The second harmonic will dominate at
low eccentricities, while the fundamental (i.e., the orbital)
frequency will dominate at high eccentricities. In general, the
period and eccentricity of a binary system will be decreas-
ing with time, because the system is radiating away energy
and angular momentum in G-waves. Hence, the frequencies
present in hþ;;(t) will vary with time. Since r eþ;; and r

p
þ;; may

be generated by hþ;;(t) at epochs separated by an extremely
long time interval, the frequency content of these terms may
differ significantly.

The G-wave strain, h(t), induced by a black hole binary can
be calculated using the standard weak-field approximation
applied to two orbiting point masses (Wahlquist 1987). The
expected residuals are found by integrating h(t) with respect to
time (see eqs. [2]–[4]):

reþ(t) ¼ # (t) A(t) cos (2$)# B(t) sin (2$)½ '; ð5Þ

re;(t) ¼ # (t) A(t) sin (2$)þ B(t) cos (2$)½ '; ð6Þ

# (t) ¼ M 5=3
c

D!1=3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1# e(t)2

p

1þ e(t) cos %(t)½ '
; ð7Þ

where D is the distance to the source, $ is the orientation of
the line of nodes on the sky, !(t) is the orbital frequency, e(t)
is the eccentricity, %(t) is the orbital phase, and Mc is the
‘‘chirp mass,’’ defined as

Mc ¼ Mt
m1m2

M2
t

$ %3=5

; ð8Þ

where Mt ¼ m1 þ m2 and m1 and m2 are the masses of the
individual black holes. Note that all units from equation (5) on
are in ‘‘geometrized’’ units,5 where G ¼ c ¼ 1. A(t) and B(t)
are given by

A(t) ¼ 2e(t) sin %(t)½ ' cos %(t)# %n½ '2# cos i½ '2 sin %(t)# %n½ '2
n o

# 1

2
sin 2 %(t)# %n½ 'f gf1þ e(t) cos ½%(t)'g 3þ cos 2ið Þ½ ';

ð9Þ

B(t) ¼ 2 cos i cos 2 %(t)# %n½ 'f gþ e(t) cos ½%(t)# 2%n'ð Þ; ð10Þ

where i and %n are the orbital inclination angle and the value of
% at the line of nodes, respectively (Wahlquist 1987). Values
for %(t) and e(t) are given by the coupled differential equations
(Wahlquist 1987; Peters 1964)

d%

dt
¼ !(t)

1þ e(t) cos %(t)½ 'f g2

1# e tð Þ2
h i3=2 ; ð11Þ

de

dt
¼# 304

15
M 5=3

c !8=3
0 &#4

0

e tð Þ#29=19 1# e tð Þ2
h i3=2

1þ 121=304ð Þe tð Þ2
h i1181=2299 ;

ð12Þ

where !0 is the initial value of !(t) and &0 is a constant that
depends on the initial eccentricity e0:

&0 ¼ 1# e20
& '

e
#12=19
0 1þ 121

304
e20

! "#870=2299

: ð13Þ

Here !(t) is given by

!(t) ¼ a0e tð Þ#18=19 1# e tð Þ2
h i3=2

1þ 121

304
e tð Þ2

! "#1305=2299

;

ð14Þ

where a0 is determined by the initial condition !(t ¼ 0) ¼ !0.
The above equations are accurate to first order in v=c and valid
only when both e(t) and !(t) vary slowly with time. The
expressions for rpþ;; are identical to those for r

e
þ;;. Note that r

p
þ;;

is evaluated at an earlier time than reþ;; (see eqs. [3] and [4]).

3. APPLICATION TO 3C 66B

S03 suggest the presence of a 1:3 ; 1010M( black hole bi-
nary in the radio galaxy 3C 66B. Their VLBI measurements at
both 8.4 and 2.3 GHz show the elliptical motion of a radio
core with a period of 1:05 ) 0:03 yr at epoch 2002. Normally,
this motion would be attributed to the precession of a jet (e.g.,
Katz 1997), but in this case, S03 argue that the observed
motion is due to the orbit of the jet’s source, a supermassive
black hole, around a supermassive black hole companion.
Concerning these claims, we note several issues. First, only a
single orbit is observed, i.e., the elliptical motion has not yet
been shown to be repeatable. Second, S03 do not address the
possibility that the observed elliptical motion, which is per-
ilously close to having a 1 yr period, is somehow the result of
the Earth’s motion around the Sun. Third, they suggest that the
system will merge in about 5 yr. Hence, the a priori probability
that we have ‘‘caught’’ such a system in the act of coalescence
is very low. Nonetheless, the proposed system would generate5 In geometrized units, mass and distance are in units of time.
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� = �0 + ⌫0(t� t0) +
1

2
⌫̇0(t� t0)

2

a priori unknown

c T
obs

⇠ � ⌧ d -> short wavelength approximation

[ Detweiler 1979, Jenet et al. 2004 ]



What*are*the*sources?*
• !In!standard!model!of!hierarchical!galaxy!forma3on,!SMBHB!will!form!

• !A!number!of!details!not!too!well!understood:!

-!Galaxy!merger!rate!affects!the!number!of!sources!at!each!frequency!

-!MBH!mass!(local!dynamics)!and!accre3on!(when?!how?)!affect!the!mass!of!!

!!!the!sources!!

-!Environment!coupling!(gas!&!stars)!affects!the!chirping!rate!of!the!binaries!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(e.g.!see!work!by!Sesana!and!others!for!details)!



How*common*are*these*sources?*

Figure 5. Several realizations of the the spectrum of gravitational waves in the PTA band
from Sesana, Vecchio, & Volonteri (2009). Each is based on a different model of the evolution of
the merger rate with redshift. Reprinted by permission from the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society.

an advantage; as we discussed in §8.2 it is only the summation of many signals that will bring
forth the Hellings & Downs curve. See §8.7 for this discussion.

There is one prediction of gravitational wave burst rates in the pulsar timing band by Ravi
et al. (2014b) in which they calculate the rates from elliptical SMBHB systems at 0.06 bursts
every ten years above a 40-ns threshold for highly eccentric systems and 0.12 burst for every ten
years for lower eccentricity sources with the same threshold. The rates get higher as the PTA
sensitivity gets lower.

The literature so far is in agreement that a stochastic background will be detected before any
individual sources, burst or continuous.

8. Detection Schemes
Roughly speaking any detection scheme will look for disturbances in arrival times that are
correlated among the pulsars in the array, the idea being that many things can disturb
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4 A. Sesana1

signal. It is therefore necessary to monitor an ensemble, or array, of pulsars – which
is the very essence of the concept of pulsar timing array [25] –. Only by observing
a signal that is consistently cross-correlated among them [19] one can be sure of its
GW nature as opposed to some intrinsic random noise process.
In observations with PTAs, radio-pulsars are monitored weekly for periods of

years. The relevant frequency band is therefore between 1/T – where T is the total
observation time – and the Nyquist frequency 1/(2Δ t) – where Δ t is the time be-
tween two adjacent observations –, corresponding to 3× 10−9 Hz - few×10−7 Hz.
The frequency resolution bin is 1/T .

Fig. 1 Illustrative realization of the overall GW signal in the frequency domain; characteristic
amplitude hc vs frequency. Each cyan triangle corresponds to the contribution of an individual
SMBH binary; among these, blue triangles identify bright, resolvable sources. The overall GW
signal is given by the jagged green line, whereas the red thick line represents the unresolved signal
after subtraction of the brightest sources. The solid black line represents the theoretical hc ∝ f−2/3
behavior, and dashed lines mark characteristic residual levels according to the conversion r =
h/(2π f ), as labeled in figure.

[ Sesana 2014 ]

Sesana!et!al.!(2009)!

• !A!single!source!may!already!be!detectable!but!it!may!be!rare!

• !All!them!form!a!stochas3c!background!of!possibly!unresolved!sources!

• !Shape!of!the!spectrum!will!give!informa3on!about!galaxy!merger!

From!simula3ons:!
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Retarda6on*&*Source*evolu6on*
In!principle!a!tool!to!look!at!past!evolu3on!of!source:!

!

!

(Wex!priv.!comm.)!



The*Interna6onal*Pulsar*Timing*Array*(IPTA)*

Currently!3ming!50!MSPs!at!six!radio!frequencies!with!seven!(soon!nine)!telescopes.!

There!are!roughly!50,000!TOAs!spanning!10!years!in!the!current!IPTA!data!release.!!

• Brian Burt



The*European*Pulsar*Timing*Array*(EPTA)*

An!array!of!100-m!class!telescopes!to!form!a!pulsar!3ming!array!

and!ul3mately!forming!the!Large!European!Array!for!Pulsars!(LEAP)!

SRT,!Sardinia,!Italy!

Effelsberg!100-m,!Germany!
Lovell,!Jodrell!Bank,!

UK!

NRT,!Nancay,!France! WSRT,!Westerbork,!NL!

Plus theory: 



The*IPTA*in*the*GW*Landscape*

Figure by Alberto Sesana 



Recent*EPTA*publica6on*work*

European(Pulsar(Timing(Array(Limits(On(An(Isotropic(Stochas<c(
Gravita<onal?Wave(Background,(Lenta3!et!al.!2015!(arXiv:1504.03692)!
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Figure 8: The six polarization modes for gravitational waves permitted in any metric theory of
gravity. Shown is the displacement that each mode induces on a ring of test particles. The wave
propagates in the +z direction. There is no displacement out of the plane of the picture. In (a),
(b), and (c), the wave propagates out of the plane; in (d), (e), and (f), the wave propagates in
the plane. In GR, only (a) and (b) are present; in massless scalar-tensor gravity, (c) may also be
present.
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the GR and breathing modes, the GW-induced correlation func-
tions can be calculated analytically. For the shear and longitudinal
polarizations, modes that are not purely transverse, the correlation
function must be computed with Monte Carlo simulations.

We consider a distribution of plane GWs in a general metric
theory of gravity. The function hP( f ; êz)df d! denotes the distri-
bution of GWs of polarization P, in the frequency interval df and
in the solid angle d! around the propagation direction êz, such
that the GWmetric perturbation, at a given spacetime point (t; r) is

hab(t; r)

¼
X

P¼þ; ; ;b;sn;se;l

Z 1

#1
df

Z
d! hP f ; êzð Þe2!if (t#r = êz=c)P

ab êzð Þ:

ð1Þ

The polarization index P indicates any of the polarization states
þ, ; , b, sn, se, and l; the ‘‘þ’’ and ‘‘ ; ’’ denote the two different
GR spin-2 transverse traceless polarization modes; the ‘‘sn’’ and
‘‘se’’ denote the two spin-1 shear modes; the ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘b’’ denote
the spin-0 longitudinal mode and the spin-0 breathing mode,
respectively.

In this paper, we apply equation (1) to a stochastic background
of GWs. This stochastic background is a superposition of mono-
chromatic plane wave components with a frequency chosen at ran-
dom from a predetermined spectrum, for our purposes always a
power-law spectrum. The propagation direction of each plane
wave component is chosen at random from an isotropic distri-
bution. For a given planewave component, the polarization tensor
"Pab for the polarization state P depends on the direction of prop-
agation (e.g., it is parallel to the propagation direction for the

TABLE 1

Expansion Coefficients of the Normalized Cross-Correlation Function, #($) ¼ C($)/C(0)

% c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

ck for C sn;se($)

0........................................ 0.0378 #0.0871 0.1928 #0.1086 0.0239 #0.0073

#2/3 ................................. 0.0317 #0.0739 0.1603 #0.0955 0.0289 #0.0121

#1 .................................... 0.0298 #0.0700 0.1511 #0.0917 0.0302 #0.0135

ck for Cl($)

0........................................ 0.0584 #0.1206 0.1386 #0.0908 0.0409 #0.0147

#2/3 ................................. 0.0512 #0.1057 0.1220 #0.0805 0.0373 #0.0156

#1 .................................... 0.0470 #0.0987 0.1148 #0.0785 0.0388 #0.0175

Notes.—We obtain this table using Legendre polynomials, i.e., #($) ¼
PN

k¼0 ckPk (2$/!# 1) with 0 & $ & !. Note
that these expansions are not applicable when $ ¼ 0. The % column indicates the power index of the GW background. By
using these normalized cross-correlation functions, #($), and by calculating C(0) from eq. (A37), the cross-correlation
functions C($) can be found.

Fig. 1.—Normalized pulsar timing residual correlation coefficient, #P ¼ CP($)/CP(0). Here, $ is the angular separation between two pulsars. ‘‘GR’’ stands for the two
transverse traceless modes, ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘;.’’ For the shear and longitudinal modes, the plots are the curves fitted with the expansion coefficients in Table 1, for five years of
observation. Results are given for several values of% , the power-law index of theGWspectrum. The change in # sn;se;l is on the order of 10#2 for a change in% from0 to#1.
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of the lack of a theory of the graviton, it is important to have
upper limits based on different phenomenological implications
of graviton mass.

The mass limit of Finn & Sutton (2002) is based on the
effect of graviton mass on the generation of GWs, not on their
propagation, but the dispersion relation for propagation is also
an important independent approach to a mass limit, as has been
recently suggested by a number of groups (Will 1998; Larson
& Hiscock 2000; Cutler et al. 2003; Stavridis & Will 2009).
Questions about this method are timely since the detection
of GWs is expected in the near future, thanks to the progress
with present ground-based laser interferometers, possible future
space-based interferometers (Hough & Rowan 2000; Hough
et al. 2005), and pulsar timing array projects (Sallmen et al.
1993; Stappers et al. 2006; Manchester 2006; Hobbs et al.
2009b).

The pulsar timing array is a unique technique to detect
nano-Hertz GWs by timing millisecond pulsars, which are
very stable celestial clocks. It turns out that a stochastic GW
background leaves an angular-dependent correlation in pulsar
timing residuals for widely spaced pulsars (Hellings & Downs
1983; Lee et al. 2008). That is, the correlation C(θ ) between
timing residual of pulsar pairs is a function of angular separation
θ between the pulsars. One can analyze the timing residual and
test such a correlation between pulsar timing residuals to detect
GWs (Jenet et al. 2005). We find in this paper that if the graviton
mass is not zero, the form of C(θ ) is very different from that
given by general relativity. Thus, by measuring this graviton
mass-dependent correlation function, we can also detect the
massive graviton.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The mass of the
graviton is related to the dispersion of GWs in Section 2. The
pulsar timing responses to a plane GW and to a stochastic GW
background in the case of a massive graviton are calculated in
Section 3. The massive graviton induces effects on the shape
of the pulsar timing correlation function, which is derived in
Section 4, while the detectability of a massive GW background is
studied in Section 5. The algorithm to detect a massive graviton
using a pulsar timing array and the sensitivity of that algorithm
are examined in Section 6. We discuss several related issues and
conclude in Section 7.

2. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES WITH
MASSIVE GRAVITONS

We incorporate the massive graviton into the linearized weak
field theory of general relativity (Gupta 1952; Arnowitt & Deser
1959; Weinberg 1972). For linearized GWs, specifying the
graviton mass is equivalent to specifying the GW dispersion
relation that follows from the special relativistic relationship:

E2 = p2c2 + m2c4, (1)

where c is the light velocity, E is energy of the particle, and p
and m are the particle’s momentum and rest mass, respectively.
One can derive the corresponding dispersion relation from
Equation (1) by replacing the momentum by p = h̄kg and the
energy by E = h̄ωg , where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant with
kg and ωg , respectively, the GW wave vector and the angular
frequency. With these replacements, the dispersion relation for
a massive vacuum GW graviton propagating in the z direction
reads

kg(ωg) =
!
ω2

g − ω2
cut

" 1
2

c
êz , (2)

where êz is the unit vector in the z direction. If the GW frequency
ωg is less than the cutoff frequency ωcut ≡ mgc

2/h̄, then
the wave vector becomes imaginary, indicating that the wave
attenuates and does not propagate. (The equivalent phenomena
for electromagnetic waves can be found in Section 87 of Landau
& Lifshitz 1960.)

At a spacetime point (t, r), the spatial metric perturbation due
to a monochromatic GW is

hab(t, r) = ℜ
#

$

P=+,×
AP ϵP

abe
i[ωgt−r·kg(ωg)]

%

, (3)

where ℜ indicates the real part, and where the a, b range over
spacetime indices from 0 to 3. The summation is performed
over the polarizations of the GW. Since we are not assuming
that general relativity is the theory of gravitation, we could,
in principle, have as many as six polarization states. For
definiteness, however, and to most clearly show how pulsar
timing probes graviton mass, we will confine ourselves in
this paper to only the two standard polarization modes of
general relativity, denoted + and ×, the usual “TT” gauge (see
Appendix A for the details). Thus, the polarization index takes
on only the values P = +,×, with AP and ϵP standing for
the amplitude and polarization tensors for the two transverse
traceless modes.

The polarization tensor ϵP is described in terms of an
orthonormal three-dimensional frame associated with the GW
propagating direction. Let the unit vector in the direction of
GW propagation be êz; we can choose the other two mutually
orthogonal unit vectors êx, êy to be both perpendicular to êz.
In terms of these three vectors, êz, êx , and êy , the polarization
tensors are given as

ϵ+
ab = êxa êxb − êya êyb,

ϵ+
ab = êxa êyb + êya êxb . (4)

Since the polarization tensors are purely spatial, we will
have only spatial components of the metric perturbations. For
a stochastic GW background, these metric perturbations are a
superposition of monochromatic GWs with random phase and
amplitude and can be written as

hij (t, ri) =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

−∞
dfg

&
dΩ hP (fg, êz) ϵP

ij (êz)ei[ωgt−kg(ωg)·r],

(5)
where fg = ωg/2π is the GW frequency, Ω is solid angle,
spatial indices i, j run from 1 to 3, and hP is the amplitude
of the GW propagating in the direction of êz per unit solid
angle, per unit frequency interval, in polarization state P. If
the GW background is isotropic, stationary, and independently
polarized, we can define the characteristic strain hP

c according
to Maggiore (2000) and Lee et al. (2008), and can write

⟨hP (fg, êz)h⋆P ′
(f ′

g, êz
′)⟩ =

''hP
c

''2

16πfg
δPP ′δ(fg − f ′

g)δ(êz − ê′
z),

(6)
where the ⋆ stands for the complex conjugate and ⟨⟩ is the
statistical ensemble average. The symbol δPP ′ is the Kronecker
delta for polarization states; δPP ′ = 0 when P and P ′ are
different, and δPP ′ = 1 when P and P ′ are the same. With
the relationships above, one can show that

⟨hab(t)hab(t)⟩ =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

0

''hP
c

''2

fg
dfg. (7)1590 LEE ET AL. Vol. 722

of the lack of a theory of the graviton, it is important to have
upper limits based on different phenomenological implications
of graviton mass.

The mass limit of Finn & Sutton (2002) is based on the
effect of graviton mass on the generation of GWs, not on their
propagation, but the dispersion relation for propagation is also
an important independent approach to a mass limit, as has been
recently suggested by a number of groups (Will 1998; Larson
& Hiscock 2000; Cutler et al. 2003; Stavridis & Will 2009).
Questions about this method are timely since the detection
of GWs is expected in the near future, thanks to the progress
with present ground-based laser interferometers, possible future
space-based interferometers (Hough & Rowan 2000; Hough
et al. 2005), and pulsar timing array projects (Sallmen et al.
1993; Stappers et al. 2006; Manchester 2006; Hobbs et al.
2009b).

The pulsar timing array is a unique technique to detect
nano-Hertz GWs by timing millisecond pulsars, which are
very stable celestial clocks. It turns out that a stochastic GW
background leaves an angular-dependent correlation in pulsar
timing residuals for widely spaced pulsars (Hellings & Downs
1983; Lee et al. 2008). That is, the correlation C(θ ) between
timing residual of pulsar pairs is a function of angular separation
θ between the pulsars. One can analyze the timing residual and
test such a correlation between pulsar timing residuals to detect
GWs (Jenet et al. 2005). We find in this paper that if the graviton
mass is not zero, the form of C(θ ) is very different from that
given by general relativity. Thus, by measuring this graviton
mass-dependent correlation function, we can also detect the
massive graviton.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The mass of the
graviton is related to the dispersion of GWs in Section 2. The
pulsar timing responses to a plane GW and to a stochastic GW
background in the case of a massive graviton are calculated in
Section 3. The massive graviton induces effects on the shape
of the pulsar timing correlation function, which is derived in
Section 4, while the detectability of a massive GW background is
studied in Section 5. The algorithm to detect a massive graviton
using a pulsar timing array and the sensitivity of that algorithm
are examined in Section 6. We discuss several related issues and
conclude in Section 7.

2. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES WITH
MASSIVE GRAVITONS

We incorporate the massive graviton into the linearized weak
field theory of general relativity (Gupta 1952; Arnowitt & Deser
1959; Weinberg 1972). For linearized GWs, specifying the
graviton mass is equivalent to specifying the GW dispersion
relation that follows from the special relativistic relationship:

E2 = p2c2 + m2c4, (1)

where c is the light velocity, E is energy of the particle, and p
and m are the particle’s momentum and rest mass, respectively.
One can derive the corresponding dispersion relation from
Equation (1) by replacing the momentum by p = h̄kg and the
energy by E = h̄ωg , where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant with
kg and ωg , respectively, the GW wave vector and the angular
frequency. With these replacements, the dispersion relation for
a massive vacuum GW graviton propagating in the z direction
reads

kg(ωg) =
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where êz is the unit vector in the z direction. If the GW frequency
ωg is less than the cutoff frequency ωcut ≡ mgc

2/h̄, then
the wave vector becomes imaginary, indicating that the wave
attenuates and does not propagate. (The equivalent phenomena
for electromagnetic waves can be found in Section 87 of Landau
& Lifshitz 1960.)

At a spacetime point (t, r), the spatial metric perturbation due
to a monochromatic GW is
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where ℜ indicates the real part, and where the a, b range over
spacetime indices from 0 to 3. The summation is performed
over the polarizations of the GW. Since we are not assuming
that general relativity is the theory of gravitation, we could,
in principle, have as many as six polarization states. For
definiteness, however, and to most clearly show how pulsar
timing probes graviton mass, we will confine ourselves in
this paper to only the two standard polarization modes of
general relativity, denoted + and ×, the usual “TT” gauge (see
Appendix A for the details). Thus, the polarization index takes
on only the values P = +,×, with AP and ϵP standing for
the amplitude and polarization tensors for the two transverse
traceless modes.

The polarization tensor ϵP is described in terms of an
orthonormal three-dimensional frame associated with the GW
propagating direction. Let the unit vector in the direction of
GW propagation be êz; we can choose the other two mutually
orthogonal unit vectors êx, êy to be both perpendicular to êz.
In terms of these three vectors, êz, êx , and êy , the polarization
tensors are given as

ϵ+
ab = êxa êxb − êya êyb,

ϵ+
ab = êxa êyb + êya êxb . (4)

Since the polarization tensors are purely spatial, we will
have only spatial components of the metric perturbations. For
a stochastic GW background, these metric perturbations are a
superposition of monochromatic GWs with random phase and
amplitude and can be written as

hij (t, ri) =
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P=+,×
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dΩ hP (fg, êz) ϵP

ij (êz)ei[ωgt−kg(ωg)·r],

(5)
where fg = ωg/2π is the GW frequency, Ω is solid angle,
spatial indices i, j run from 1 to 3, and hP is the amplitude
of the GW propagating in the direction of êz per unit solid
angle, per unit frequency interval, in polarization state P. If
the GW background is isotropic, stationary, and independently
polarized, we can define the characteristic strain hP

c according
to Maggiore (2000) and Lee et al. (2008), and can write

⟨hP (fg, êz)h⋆P ′
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′)⟩ =
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z),

(6)
where the ⋆ stands for the complex conjugate and ⟨⟩ is the
statistical ensemble average. The symbol δPP ′ is the Kronecker
delta for polarization states; δPP ′ = 0 when P and P ′ are
different, and δPP ′ = 1 when P and P ′ are the same. With
the relationships above, one can show that
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Figure 2. Atlas for cross-correlation functions C(θ ). The label of each curve indicates the corresponding graviton mass in units of electron volts (eV). The left panel
shows the correlation functions for a 5 year bi-weekly observation. The right panel shows correlation functions for 10 years of bi-weekly observations. We take
α = −2/3 for these results. These correlations are normalized such that C(0) = 0.5 for two different pulsars.

m runs from 1 to the number of pulsar pairs M = (Np −1)Np/2,
because the autocorrelations are not used.

Following Jenet et al. (2005), we define

ρ =
!M

m=1(C(θm) − C)(c(θm) − c)
"!M

m=1(C(θm) − C)2
!M

m=1(c(θm) − c)2
, (21)

where C =
!M

m=1 C(θm)/M and c =
!M

m=1 c(θm)/M . Then
the statistic S, describing the significance of the detection, is
S =

√
M ρ. In particular, when there is no GW present, c(θm)

will be Gaussian-like white noise, the probability of getting a
detection significance larger than S is about erfc(S/

√
2)/2 (Jenet

et al. 2005).
Our aim is to determine the ability of a given pulsar timing

array configuration to detect a GW background. To do this,
we calculate the expected value for the detection significance
S by using a second set of Monte Carlo simulations. These
second Monte Carlo simulations are similar to the first ones, but
instead of calculating the average value for C(θ ), we inject white
noise for each pulsar, to represent the intrinsic pulsar noise and
instrumental noise, and we calculate the expected value of S.
We summarize the following steps here.

1. Generate a large number of GW sources (104) to simulate
the required GW background.

2. Calculate the timing residual for each pulsar as described
above and add white Gaussian noise.

3. Calculate the measured correlation c(θm) using
Equation (20) and calculate the detection significance S
using Equation (21).

4. Repeat steps 1–3 and average over the detection signifi-
cance S. The converged S is the value needed to estimate
the detection significance.

The results for the expectation value of S, as a function of GW
amplitude Ac for various pulsar timing array configurations, are
presented in Figure 3. We have also compared simulations from
several different pulsar samples with the same number of pulsars
to make sure such S is not sensitive to the detailed configuration
of the pulsar samples.

Two features of the curves in Figure 3 are worth noting. First,
the minimal detection amplitude of a GW background becomes
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Figure 3. Expected GW background detection significance using a pulsar timing
array with 20 pulsars, observed for 5 years, with 100 ns timing noise. The
graviton mass, in units of electron volts, is labeled above each curve. The x-axis
is the amplitude for the characteristic strain of the GW background (f0 = 1 yr−1,
α = −2/3), while the y-axis is the expected detection significance S.

larger, when a massive graviton is present, i.e., the leading edge
of the S–Ac curve shifts rightwards as mg is made larger. This
tells us that in order to detect a massive GW background, one
needs a stronger GW background signal or a smaller pulsar
intrinsic noise than in the case of a massless GW background.
As previously noted, this effect is mainly due to the reduction
of the pulsar timing response and the reduction of the GW
amplitude at lower frequencies. Figure 3 also tells us when we
can neglect the effect of a massive graviton. It is clear from
Figure 3 that if mg ! 2 × 10−23 eV for a 5 year observation,
the minimal detection amplitude is not reduced by more than
5%. For 10 years of observation, a 5% reduction corresponds to
mg = 10−23 eV.

The second noteworthy feature of the S–Ac curves in Figure 3
is that of the saturation level of detection significance. Due to
the pulsar distance term of Equation (11) (the term involving the
D), the detection significance achieves a saturation level when
the GW-induced timing residuals are much stronger than the
intrinsic pulsar timing noise (Jenet et al. 2005). From Figure 3,
we note that the saturation level of detection significance is large,

Tes6ng*the*proper6es*of*gravitons*with*the*SKA*

Polariza3on!modes!–!Spin!2?! Dispersion!rela3on:!massive!graviton?!

Lee et al.( 2008) 

Lee et al. (2010) 
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Outline*

•  Introduc3on:!Pulsars!&!gravita3onal!waves!
•  Tes3ng!general!rela3vity!with!binary!pulsars!
•  Tes3ng!alterna3ve!theories!
•  (Near?!)!Future!tests!with!Black!Holes:!Sgr!A*!



The*first*binary*pulsar:*Hulse:Taylor*pulsar**

Hulse & Taylor (1975) 

 58.97 ms 

 59.06 ms 



Comparison*Hulse:Taylor*vs*Double*Pulsar*

PSR!B1913+16! PSR!J0737-3039A/B!

Sun!

PSR!B1913+16!

PSR!J0737:3039A/B!

More!compact…!

…!and!much!closer!!



The*Double*Pulsar*(Burgay!et!al.!2003,!Lyne!et!al.!2004)!
• !Old!22-ms!pulsar!in!!a!147-min!orbit!with!young!2.77-s!pulsar!

• !Orbital!veloci3es!of!1!Mill.!km/h!

• !Eclipsing!binary!in!compact,!slightly!eccentric!(e=0.088)!and!!edge-on!orbit!

• !Ideal!laboratory!for!gravita3onal!and!fundamental!physics!

• !In!par3cular,!exploita3on!for!tests!of!general!rela3vity!!
!!!!!!(Kramer!et!al.!2006,!Breton!et!al.!2008)!

McLaughlin(et(al.((2004)(
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•  We!can!measure!two!orbits!"!mass!ra3o!

(4!x!larger!than!Hulse-Taylor!

!-!already!at!2PN!precision!)!
•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.8991!±!0.0001!!deg/yr!!

!

Compare!to!Mercury:!

R ⌘ xB

xA
=

mA

mB
= 1.0714± 0.0011

&!!!!!m
B
=!(1.2489±0.0007)!M!!

m
A
=!(1.3381±0.0007)!M!!

m
A!
+!m

B
=(2.58706±0.00001)!M!!

!̇ = 0.00012 deg/yr

Combined!(GR):!

Note:!theory-independent!to!1PN!order!!

!!!!!!(Damour!&!Deruelle!1986,!Damour!2005)!

!

!

Double*Pulsar:*a*unique*rela6vis6c*double:line*system*

dω / dt = 3TSun
2/3 Pb
2π
!

"
#

$

%
&
−5/3 mA +mB( )2/3

1− e2

Newest!measurement:!!!!dω/dt!=!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!-!error!about!10!x!2PN!!



Double*Pulsar:*five*tests*in*one*system!*

•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!

•  Clock!varia3on!due!to!gravita3onal!redshi^:!385.6!±!2.6!μs!!

!!!!!!Latest!measurement:!!!!!383.9!±!0.5!μs!(improvement:!x!5!–!but!not!x!30!)!

-!As!other!clocks,!pulsars!run!slower!in!deep!gravita3onal!poten3als!

-!Changing!distance!to!companion!!(and!felt!grav.!poten3al)!during!ellip3cal!orbit!

Obs.Val.
Exp.(GR)

= 1.000± 0.002



•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!

•  Clock!varia3on!due!to!gravita3onal!redshi^:!383.9!±!0.5!μs!!!

•  Shapiro!delay!in!edge-on!orbit:!!!s!=!sin(i)=0.99974!(-0.00039,+0.00016)!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!s!=!sin(i)=0.999923!±!0.000012!

-!At!superior!conjunc3on,!pulses!from!pulsar!A!pass!B!in!<10,000km!distance!

-!Space-3me!near!companion!is!curved!"Addi3onal!path!length!

!!!!!!!!!"!Delay!in!arrival!3me!–!depending!on!geometry!and!companion!mass!

10,000km!

i=88.7(+0.5,-0.8)!deg!

new:!89.29!±!0.05!deg!

Obs.Val(r)
Exp.(GR)

= 0.98± 0.02

Obs.Val(s)
Exp.(GR)

= 1.0000± 0.0005

Double*Pulsar:*five*tests*in*one*system!*



•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!

•  Clock!varia3on!due!to!gravita3onal!redshi^:!383.9!±!0.5!μs!!!

•  Shapiro!delay!in!edge-on!orbit:!!!s!=!sin(i)=0.999923!±!0.000012!

•  Rela3vis3c!spin!precession!

Double*Pulsar:*five*tests*in*one*system!*

Experiments!made!in!Solar!System!provide!precise!tests!for!this!effect!and!confirm!it,!!

!!!e.g.!gyro-experiments!such!as!Gravity-Probe!B!!

!

First!seen!for!HT-Pulsar!(Kramer’98)!and!PSR!B1534+12!(Stairs!et!al.!'04,!Fonseca!et!al.!'15),!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!…but!no!firm!quan3ta3ve!strong-field!test!un3l!Double!Pulsar!!!



•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!

•  Clock!varia3on!due!to!gravita3onal!redshi^:!383.9!±!0.5!μs!!!

•  Shapiro!delay!in!edge-on!orbit:!!!s!=!sin(i)=0.999923!±!0.000012!

•  Rela3vis3c!spin!precession:!!Ω
B
=4.8(7)!deg!yr-1!

Double*Pulsar:*five*tests*in*one*system!*

Dec!2003!

Nov!2007!

Obs.Val.
Exp.(GR)

= 0.93± 0.13

Breton!et!al.!(2008)!



•  Huge!orbital!precession!of!16.89931(2)!deg/yr!!

•  Clock!varia3on!due!to!gravita3onal!redshi^:!383.9!±!0.5!μs!!!

•  Shapiro!delay!in!edge-on!orbit:!!!s!=!sin(i)=0.999923!±!0.000012!

•  Rela3vis3c!spin!precession:!!Ω
B
=4.8(7)!deg!yr-1!

•  Shrinkage!of!orbit!due!to!GW!emission:!!ΔP
b
=107.79!±!0.11!ns/day!!

!!!!!!!old:!!!dP
b
/dt!=!-1.25(2)x10-12!s/s!

!

!

Double*Pulsar:*five*tests*in*one*system!*

-!Pulsars!approach!each!other!by!

!!!!!!!!!!7.152!±!0.008!mm/day!!

!!

!

-!Merger!in!85!Million!years!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Anima3on!by!NASA/Rezzolla/AEI!

Obs.Val.
Exp.(GR)

= 1.000± 0.001

!Precision!of!all!tests!will!improve!with!3me:!!!!

!!expect!to!supersede!solar!system!tests!
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Dipolar*Gravita6onal*Radia6on*in*Binary*Systems?*
Testing gravity

31

[ Antoniadis et al. 2013 ] 
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Hence,!visible!in!orbital!decay:!!
Testing gravity
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Unlike!GR,!most!alterna3ve!theories!of!gravity!–!including!tensor-scalar!theories!–!

predict!!dipole!radia3on!that!dominates!the!energy!loss!of!the!orbital!dynamics:!



Dipolar*Gravita6onal*Radia6on*in*Binary*Systems?*

Unlike!GR,!most!alterna3ve!theories!of!gravity!–!including!tensor-scalar!theories!–predict!!

other!radia3on!mul3poles!that!dominate!the!energy!loss!of!the!orbital!dynamcis!(1.5!pN):!

But!PSR!–!WD!system!also!effec3ve!lab!–!in!par3cular!if!PSR!is!massive!!

PSR-BH!system!would!be!best!as!BH!would!have!zero!scalar!charge!

Ṗ dipole

b

= �4⇡2
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b

Gm
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For!different!bodies,!measurable!as!orbital!decay!from!dipolar!radia3on:!



Optical spectroscopy
29

R = 11.70± 0.13 0.172± 0.003M�

[ Antoniadis et al. 2013 ] 

Figure 1.1: Finding chart for PSR J0348+0432 from the SDSS navigate online tool

2

•  PSR!J0348+0432:!!first!massive!NS!in!rela3vis3c!orbit!(Lynch!et!al.!2013)!

•  Combining!VLT,!Effelsberg,!Arecibo!&!GBT!data,!new!record!mass!measured:!!!!!!!!!!!

M=2.01±0.04!M!!
(Antoniadis!et!al.,!2013)!

!!

Next*best*thing:**a*PSR:WD*system*

Optical spectroscopy
29

R = 11.70± 0.13 0.172± 0.003M�

[ Antoniadis et al. 2013 ] 

PSR J0348+0432

[ Boyles et al. 2013, Lynch et al. 2013 ] 

28

P = 39.1226569017806(5)ms

Pb = 2.45817750533(2) h

e . 10�6

H�H�H�

PSR J0348+0432

[ Boyles et al. 2013, Lynch et al. 2013 ] 

28

P = 39.1226569017806(5)ms

Pb = 2.45817750533(2) h

e . 10�6

H�H�H�



Tes6ng*a*new*gravity*regime*

•  PSR!J0348+0432:!!first!massive!NS!in!rela3vis3c!orbit!(Lynch!et!al.!2013)!

•  Combining!VLT,!Effelsberg,!Arecibo!&!GBT!data,!new!record!mass!measured:!!!!!!!!!!!

M=2.01±0.04!M!!
(Antoniadis!et!al.,!2013)!

•  Important!for!probing!different!grav!fields!but!also!for!EoS!of!superdense!maLer!

fields!!

!!

Combine!with!

moment-of-iner3a!

from!Double!Pulsar.!

!

Are!they!born!

massive?!

New!Effelsberg!discovery!(updated!mass:!1.93!Msol)!



•  PSR!J0348+0432:!!first!massive!NS!in!rela3vis3c!orbit!(Lynch!et!al.!2013)!

•  Combining!VLT,!Effelsberg,!Arecibo!&!GBT!data,!new!record!mass!measured:!!!!!!!!!!!

M=2.01±0.04!M!!
(Antoniadis!et!al.,!2013)!

!!

Next*best*thing:**a*PSR:WD*system*

↵p = 1 =) Ṗb = �110 000 µs/yr

GR =) Ṗb = �8.2 µs/yr

Observations =) Ṗb = �8.6± 1.4 µs/yr

Ṗb = (�250± 9) fs s�1 = 7.9± 0.3 µs yr�1

No)ind
ica8on

)of)dip
olar)ra

dia8on
!)
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

Outline*

•  Introduc3on:!Pulsars!&!gravita3onal!waves!
•  Tes3ng!general!rela3vity!with!binary!pulsars!
•  Tes3ng!alterna3ve!theories!
•  (Near?!)!Future!tests!with!Black!Holes:!Sgr!A*!



The*ul6mate*system:*PSR:BH*

•  We'd!like!to!trace!the!space3me!around!a!black!hole!–!ideally!in!a!clean!way!!

•  In!a!perfect!world,!we!have!a!clock!around!it…!
•  …in!a!nearly!perfect!world,!we!have!a!pulsar!!
!

•  BH!proper3es!from!spin-orbit!coupling:!

[Wex!&!Kopeikin!1999;!Liu!2012;!Liu(et(al.(2014!]!

BH(mass(with(precision(<(0.1%�
BH(spin(with(precision(<(1%�
Cosmic(Censorship:(S(<(GM2/c�

Where!or!how!do!we!find!one?

With!a!fast!millisecond!pulsar!!

about!a!10-30!M!BH,!we!!

prac3cally!need!the!SKA:
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

A*well:known*super:massive*Black*Hole*

Radio (8.5 GHz)

X-ray (0.5−7 keV)

IR (1.25 µm)

N

E

N

E

N

E

Mass:!

Spin:!

 [ Genzel et al. 2003, 2008; 
   Aschenbach et al. 2004; 
   Belanger et al. 2006;  
   Aschenbach 2010 ] 

![!Gillesen!et!al.!2008!]!

From!astrometry!of!orbi3ng!stars::!

MPE/Cologne!UCLA!

From!Wharton!et!al.!(2013)!
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

*Rela6vis6c*effects*for*a*pulsar*orbit*around*Sgr*A**

Semi-major!axis:! !!!!!!!!!!!72!AU!=!860!R
S!

Pericenter!distance:! !!!!!!!!!!!36!AU!=!430!R
S!

Pericenter!velocity: !!!!!!!!!!!0.042!c!(~!20!×!Double!Pulsar)!

!

Pericenter!advance:!

!1pN: !2.8!!!!!deg/yr,!!!!! !ΔL!~!1.8!AU/yr!

!2pN: !0.014!deg/yr, !ΔL!~!1,400,000!km/yr!

!

Einstein!delay:!

!1pN: !15!min!

!2pN: !1.6!s!

!

Propaga3on!delay!(i!=!0°!/!i!=!80°):!

!Shapiro!1pN: !!!!!!!!46.4!s!!!/!!246.9!s!

!Shapiro!2pN: !!!!!!!!!0.2!s!!!!!/!!!!!!!8.0!s !!

!Frame!dragging: !!!!!!!!!0.1!s!! !!/!!!!!!!6.5!s!

!Bending!delay!(P!=!1s):!!!!!!0.2!ms!/!!!!!!4.2!ms!

!

Lense-Thirring!precession:!

!Orbital!plane!!ΩLT!!: !0.052!deg/yr,!!ΔL!~!107!km/yr!

!Similar!contribu3on!to!

Geod.!precession!1.4!deg/yr!

→ 

Pulsar!in!a!0.3!yr!eccentric!!

(e=0.5)!orbit!around!Sgr!A*!

!
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

*Mass*of*Sgr*A*:BH,*a*first*GR*test*&*the*GC*distance*

M
BH
!>>!m

PSR!
	!only!one!post-Keplerian!parameter!needed!to!measure!mass!of!Sgr!A*!

!

Simula3ons:!!5!yr!of!3ming,!one!100!µs!TOA!per!week:!!Mass!precision!~!1!M!!!!

A!first!GR!test:!

Note:!mass!measurement!not!

!affected!by!the!uncertainty!in!R
0
!!

!

Combining!with!!

10!μas!astrometry!

from!GRAVITY!

!

!!!!!!!!R
0
!with!~1!pc!uncertainty!

M�S = M�E?!

Liu!(2012);!Liu(et(al.((2012)!



Full*3D:direc6on*of*BH*spin*from*pulsar*orbit*
-!Orbital!varia3on!of!pulsar!orbit!due!to!Lense-Thirring!gives!2-D!projec3on!(Liu!et!al.!2012)!

-!Rela3ve!mo3on!of!pulsar!orbit/SGR!A*!to!SSB!gives!3rd!direc3on!(Psal3s,!Wex!&!MK!'15)!!

-!Full!orienta3on!plus!magnitude!to!about!~0.1%.!!

S

Υ

K0

r

φ

λ

P
b
=1yr,!e=0.8,!i=60o,!ω=45o!

Ω=0o,!!!Ω!=90o!

Also!provides!independent!distance!

measurement!to!~20!pc!precision!!

PWK15!

14 Psaltis et al.

Fig. 9.— Signature of the black hole quadrupole moment, for
an extreme Kerr black hole (� = 1). Simulations have been done
for two periapsis passages, with the above figure zooming into the
first one. 10µs TOAs have been created only within ±15 days
around the periapsis passages for a pulsar in an eccentric (e = 0.8)
orbit with Pb = 0.5 yr. The orientation of the spin is taken as in
Figure 5. The residuals are a result of a fit for the orbital and
frame-dragging contributions.

Fig. 10.— Same as in Figure 9, but this time with � = 0.2.
In this case, the quadrupole moment of the black hole leads to a
considerably less prominent signal in the residuals, but can still be
measured accurately given the assumed TOA error of 10µs.

latter agrees with the findings in Liu et al. (2012).

4.4. Distance Measurement with Pulsar Timing

Given the large size of the pulsar orbit (⇠ 102 au),
the orbital parallax (Kopeikin 1995), which is of order
⇠ a

2
/2cD, will lead to a significant contribution to the

timing observations, even for a moderate timing accu-
racy. This timing e↵ect depends only on well determined
orbital parameters and the distance to Sgr A*, D, and
consequently can give independent access to D (cf. dis-
cussion in Subsection 4.1). The orbital parallax is a pe-
riodic signal in the timing residuals, and therefore, if
we have N equally distributed TOAs with uncertainty
�TOA, its measurement scales proportional to �TOA and
p

N . Consequently we find

�D⇠ 2
c�TOA
p

N

✓
D

a

◆2

⇠ 20 pc

✓
�TOA

102 µs

◆✓
N

103

◆�1/2 ⇣
a

102 au

⌘�2

, (56)
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Fig. 11.— The posterior likelihood of measuring the spin and
quadrupole moment of SgrA* using pulsar timing. In the left panel
the dashed curves show the 68% and 95% confidence limits while,
in the right panel, the solid curves show the 95% confidence lim-
its. The solid curve shows the expected relation between these two
quantities in the Kerr metric. The filled circle marks the assumed
spin and quadrupole moment (�= 0.6, |q| = 0.36). The pulsar is
assumed to have an orbital period of 0.5 yr (orbital separation of
2400GM/c2) and an eccentricitiy of 0.8, while timing uncertainties
are assumed to be equal to 100µs. The top panel compares the
uncertainties in the measurement when only three periastron pas-
sages have been considered in the timing solution to those when the
three full orbits are taken into account. The bottom panel shows
the increase in the accuracy of the measurement when the number
of periastron passages is increased from three to five.

where we have used D = 8.3 kpc.
External perturbation can also lead to changes of the

orbit, which could in principle partly mimic the above
e↵ects. This, however, depends highly on the specifics of
the perturbation, and we will not discuss this in further
detail in this paper. On the other hand, as argued by
Liu et al. (2012), a precise measurement of the Sgr A*
mass from pulsar timing can be converted into a precise
determination of the distance to Sgr A*, when combined
with high-precision astrometric observations in the in-



Tes6ng*the*no:hair*theorem*

Pulsar!in!a!0.1!yr!orbit!around!Sgr!A*:!

!-!Secular(precession!caused!by!quadrupole!is!2!orders!of!magnitude!below!!

!!!!frame!dragging,!and!is!not!separable!from!frame-dragging!

-!Fortunately,!quadrupole!leads!to!characteris<c(periodic(residuals!"!Q!to!about!1%!

No-hair!theorem!!⇒!!Q!=!-S2/M(((units!where!c=G=1)!

PWK15!

A!single!(even!normal)!pulsar!is!sufficient!

Χ=1� Χ=0.2�
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

Par6al*visibility*&*External*perturba6ons*

•  Even!in!case!of!stellar!perturba3ons!–!which!will!act!away!from!periapsis!–!!

!!!!we!can!use!par3al!orbit!observa3ons!to!measure!spin!!!
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Psal3s,!Wex!&!MK!(2015)! Psal3s,!Wex!&!MK!(2015)!



Can*we*see*the*Galac6c*Centre*Black*Hole?*

Blocked!in!the!op3cal!–!but!visible!at!radio!frequencies!!

Based!on!an!idea!by!Falcke!et!al.!(2000),!we!could!see!the!„shadow“!!

Image by H. Falcke 

RS =
2Gm

c2
= 3km⇥m(M�)

2.6!x!1010!m!



Image*of*the*shadow*of*the*event*horizon*

The!shorter!the!wavelength,!the!smaller!the!radio!source.!

At!λ=1.3!mm!the!radio!source!becomes!the!size!of!the!event!horizon:!

The!event!horizon!shadow!is!50µas!in!diameter!–!!

global!mm-wave!VLBI!has!the!resolu3on!(12-20µas)!to!see!it.!!!

GR ray tracing  
simulation 

? 
smaller wavelengths (higher frequencies) 

technology progress (GHz  THz) 

wavelength 

angular size 

Figure by Heino Falcke 



“The*Event*Horizon*Telescoe*(EHT)”*

CARMA 

SMA 

SMT 

ALMA 

SPT 

IRAM PdB 
(NOEMA) Create!a!virtual!radio!

telescope!the!size!of!

the!earth,!using!the!

shortest!wavelength.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!wavelength!!!!!!!!!!!
resolu3on!=!##########!

!!!!!!!!telescope!separa3on!

LMT 

Pico Veleta 

Data 
Combiner 
(Correlator) 

1st detection 

Using!mm-Very!Long!Baseline!Interferometry!(Slide!by!H.!Falcke):!

simulated 
VLBI images 

face-on 

edge-on 



Combining*pulsars*with*other*methods*

From!Event!Horizon!Telescope/BlackHoleCam!imaging!observa3ons:!

A: face-on 1.0
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Psal3s,!Wex!&!MK!(2015)!
edge-on 

face-on 

Moscibrodzka!et!al.!(2014)!

BHC!funded!by!ERC!Synergy!Grant!

(PIs!Falcke,!Kramer,!Rezzolla)!



Combining*pulsars*with*other*methods*

Combined:!

A: face-on 
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Psal3s,!Wex!&!MK!(2015)!



Combining*pulsars*with*other*methods*
Combined:!

A: face-on 
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•  Space!3me!is!probed!at!different!distances,!also!allowing!to!probe!mass!dist.!

•  Impact!of!possible!dark!maLer!near!BH!willl!be!seen.!

•  Different!systema3c!uncertain3es!(or!degeneracies):!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!-!Stars!+!pulsar!orbit!precession!give!spin!

!!!!!!!!!!-!Pulsar!3ming!gives!quadrupole!moment!

!!!!!!!!!!-!EHT!shadow!may!reveal!devia3on!from!Kerr!value!

Combina3on!will!lead!to!uncorrelated!measurement!of!spin!and!quadrupole!moment!



Are*there*pulsars?*
• !We!have!evidence!for!past!forma3on!of!massive!stars!in!the!Galac3c!Centre,!

!!!!!i.e.!massive!stars!and!the!remnants!are!being!observed!!

•  It!is!a!region!of!high!stellar!density,!so!exchange!interac3on!can!produce!all!!

!!!!!types!of!binary!companions,!we!can!expect!all!kinds!of!extreme!binary!systems!

•  !…e.g.!Faucher-Giguere!&!Loeb!(2011)!predict!highly!ecc.!stellar!BH-MSP!systems!

•  We!can!even!expect!>!1000!pulsars,!incl.!millisecond!pulsars!(Wharton!et!al.!!2013)!

•  But!see!also!Dexter!&!O'Leary!(2014)!

Observed!

Derived!

Lorimer!et!al.!(2006)!

Effelsberg!10.5!GHz!
(Seiradakis!et!al.!1993)!

See!Johnston!et!al.!(2006)!



The!inhomogeneous!ionized!ISMs!!smears!and!

scaLers!the!pulses!(NB:!dispersion!is!easy…)!:!

Why is it difficult to find pulsars in the GC? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0.01

0.1

1

10
0.01

0.1

1

10
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many pulsars and used to study the distribution of ionized
microturbulence in the Galaxy et al.(Cordes 1991).

The pulse broadening due to the screen responsible for
the scattering of Sgr A* has an e~1 timescale

qGC(DGC) D f

A*GC
DGC

BA
DGC hGC2
8c ln 2

B
, (3)

where the screenÏs location along the line of sight is rep-
resented by the geometric factor1

f (x) 4 x~1(1 [ x) . (4)

The pulse-broadening time for –ducial values of the dis-
tance (8.5 kpc) and scattering diameter at a frequency(1A.3)
of 1 GHz is

qGC(DGC) D 6s.3
A

DGC
8.5 kpc

BAhGC,1 GHz
1A.3

B2lGHz~4 f

A*GC
DGC

B
. (5)

In we have adopted a frequency scaling Pl~4equation (5),
rather than the often encountered l~4.4 scaling because, in
the extremely strong scattering limit, the scattering is domi-
nated by the smallest irregularities in the free-electron
density that are physically present (cf. & LazioCordes

This is consistent with the observed l~2 scaling of the1991).
angular diameter of Sgr A*. The geometric factor is f ] 1 if
the screen is midway along the line of sight. But for screens
very near the GC, f ] x~1 ? 1. Therefore, pulsars at the
same location as the GC will show at least 6.3 s of pulse
broadening at 1 and the pulse broadening may beGHz;2
signi–cantly larger, perhaps as much as 200 times larger,
because the scattering screen may be only 33È100 pc from
the GC. The minimal scattering time of 6.3 s may be com-
pared, at 1 GHz, to the pulse broadening of the most
heavily scattered pulsar, PSR B1849[00 & Clifton(Frail

et al. which is about 0.3 s.1989 ; Clifton 1987),
Pulsars beyond the GC (but still behind the scattering

screen) will show even larger scattering. For a pulsar dis-
tance the pulsar-screen distance is * 4D º DGC [ *GC,

and the pulse broadening from the screen isD [ DGC ] *GC

qGC(D) D qGC(DGC)
A

DGC
D

BA *
*GC

B
. (6)

As a function of distance from the Sun, pulse broadening
increases slowly and according to the model, whichTC
possesses components that grow stronger in the inner
Galaxy. Then just beyond the location of the GC scattering
screen, pulse broadening increases dramatically and con-
tinues to increase. To combine the model and the GCTC
screen component, we write the net pulse broadening as

q \
GqTC ,
(qTC2 ] qGC2 )1@2 ,

D \ DGC [ *GC ;
D º DGC [ *GC .

(7)

Combining the TC and GC-screen scattering times is ad
hoc in form but is sufficiently accurate for our purposes here
because the GC component is much larger than the TC
contribution.

1 Pulse broadening is often expressed in terms of the screen scattering
angle rather than the observed angle Using the equivalent geomet-h

s

h
o

. h
s

,
ric factor is x(1 [ x), which maximizes at x \ 12.2 An early analysis Walsh, & Booth estimated 10 s of(Davies, 1976)
pulse broadening at 1 GHz while implicitly assuming the scattering region
to be midway between us and the GC.

FIG. 2.ÈPulse broadening is plotted against distance for –ve separate
values of the GC-screen distance, 0.05 kpc (thickest line), 0.1, 0.2, 1.0,*GC :
and 4.25 kpc (thinnest line). Left-hand scale applies to 1.4 GHz; the right-
hand scale to 10 GHz. Broadening at other frequencies may be estimated
using the assumed l~4 scaling.

shows the pulse broadening at two frequenciesFigure 2
(1.4 and 10 GHz) for a range of GC-screen distances, *GC \
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1.0, and 4.25 kpc. For pulsars beyond the GC,
the pulse broadening asymptotes to qGC(DGC)(DGC/*GC) D
105 s at 1.4 GHz and 18 s at 10 GHz.

4. DETECTION OF SCATTERED PULSARS IN

PERIODICITY SEARCHES

Pulse broadening decreases the number of harmonics
that exceed a predetermined threshold in the power spec-
trum of the intensity, thereby reducing the sensitivity of a
pulsar search. Consider a train of pulses with period P,
average pulse area duty cycle v, and pulse widthA0,
(FWHM) W 4 vP. The discrete Fourier transform of the
pulse train is a series of spikes at frequencies l/P, l \ 0, 1, . . .
each having an amplitude,

ADFT(l) \ A0 g

8 (vl) , (8)

where pulses have a generic shape g(/) in pulse phase /, for
which the continuous Fourier transform is g

8 .
We de–ne the intrinsic pulsed fraction of the pulsar Ñux as

the ratio of the fundamental frequency and zero frequency
(DC) amplitudes :

g
P

4
KADFT(1)
ADFT(0)

K
\
K
g

8 (v)
g

8 (0)
K
\ exp

C
[
A nv
2J ln 2

B2D
, (9)

where the third equality is for Gaussian-shaped pulses [i.e.,
g(/) \ exp ([4 ln 2/2)]. For most pulsars, imply-v [ 0.1,
ing g

P

D 1.
Pulse broadening increases the pulse width to W eff D

(W 2 ] q2)1@2 and, hence, the duty cycle to veff 4 W eff/P.
The pulsed fraction becomes

g
P

(s) \ g
P

K
g

8 (veff)
g

8 (v)
K
B exp

C
[
A nq
2J ln 2P

B2D
. (10)

shows the pulsed fraction plotted against fre-Figure 3
quency for –ve di†erent pulse periods. We have assumed
that the GC screen is near Sgr A* pc).(*GC \ 50

Cordes!&!Lazio!(1997)!

Löhmer!et!al.!(2001)!

Observed!

Derived!

Lorimer!et!al.!(2006)!



The*first*pulsar*in*the*Galac6c*Centre*

•  First!discovered!with!SWIFT!(Kennea!et!al.!‚13)!

!!!!!!!and!NuSTAR!(Mori!et!al.!13)!

•  Pulsa3ons!at!3.76s!

•  Radio!source!discovered!in!!Effelsberg!!!

!!!!!(Eatough!et!al.‘13)!

•  Observed!dispersion!and!rota3on!measures!

!!!!!place!it!firmly!inside!the!Galac3c!Centre!

•  Es3mated!distance!about!0.1pc!

•  It!is!a!radio-loud!magnetar!=!very!rare!NS!!

•  Status:!!-!Popula3on!not!yet!known!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!Too!many!modelled!unselec3on!effects!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!Searches!con3nue!–!stay!tuned!!

!

a source in or behind the northern arm are RM < 2 3 107 rad m22 (for
an ordered magnetic field) and DM < 104 pc cm23. The measured DM
and RM values therefore place the pulsar and the screen in front of the
northern arm26.

Consequently, the Faraday screen must be associated with the hot gas
component, for which no magnetic field estimates yet exist. The density
in the hot gas shows a radial fall-off as a function of r. At 0.4 pc (100) we
find that n < 26 cm23, whereas at 0.06 pc (1.50) it can be inferred that
n=160 cm{3, using the optically thin thermal plasma model3. Farther
away, on the 40-pc scale28 (179), the density has decreased to 0.1–
0.5 cm23 and we can roughly describe the density within the central
parsecs with a profile of the form n rð Þ<26 cm{3 r=0:4 pcð Þ{1. The
contribution of this hot gas component to DM is of order 102 cm23 pc.
This is consistent with the modest increase in DM with respect to the
hitherto closest known pulsars to the Galactic Centre.

For a simple one-zone Faraday screen, where RM / B(r)n(r)r, we
have RM 5 8.1 3 105(B(r)/G)n(r)r rad m22, where n(r) is expressed in
units of cm23 and r is expressed in parsecs. Using the density prescrip-
tion above with an r21 scaling, we find that B> 8 RM= 66,960 m{2ð Þ½ $
n0= 26 cm{3ð Þ½ ${1mG. This is a lower limit, because possible tur-

bulent field components or field reversals reduce RM. We note again
that this RM value is indeed dominated by the smallest distance scale,
that is, by the gas on scales of the de-projected distance, r . 0.12 pc, of
the pulsar from Sgr A*.

This B value is higher than the magnetic field in the northern arm
and is also higher than the equipartition field in the hot phase at this
scale. To bring thermal and magnetic energy into equipartition, the gas
density at r < 0.12 pc would need to increase by a factor of three, to
260 cm23, yielding B < 2.6 mG. If there were many field reversals
within the Faraday screen, the magnetic field would be driven to values
much greater than the equipartition field, suggesting that a relatively
ordered magnetic field is pervading the hot gas close to the super-
massive black hole.

Because Sgr A* accretes from this magnetized hot phase, density
and magnetic field will further increase at smaller radii. Emission
models of Sgr A* require magnetic fields of about 30–100 G to explain
the synchrotron radiation from near the event horizon6–8. Hence, if
the gas falls from 3 3 105 Schwarzschild radii (0.12 pc) down to a few
Schwarzschild radii, a simple B / r21 scaling would be enough to
provide a magnetic field of several hundred gauss. This is well within
the range of most accretion models, where equipartition between mag-
netic, kinetic and gravitational energy in the accreting gas is assumed14,29.

The field at large radius in the accretion flow onto Sgr A* is therefore
sufficient to provide the necessary field at small radius, via simple
accretion. Moreover, the availability of ordered magnetic fields would
make the proposed formation of a jet-like outflow in Sgr A*30 viable.
Super-equipartition magnetic fields could also suppress accretion and
help to explain the low accretion rate of Sgr A*.

At its projected distance, PSR J1745–2900 could move (owing to
orbital motion) through the hot gas surrounding Sgr A* at several
milliarcseconds per year and reveal RM variations as well as proper
motion. Continued pulsar polarimetry and very-long-baseline inter-
ferometry astrometry can readily measure these effects. Also, given that
magnetars constitute only a small fraction of the pulsar population and
the excess DM towards the Galactic Centre is not too large, we expect
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Figure 2 | Pulse profile of PSR J1745–2900 at 8.35 GHz. After correcting for
the Faraday rotation of (26.696 6 0.005) 3 104 rad m22, we can measure the
intrinsic polarization across the pulse profile, together with the polarization
position angle (PA). The degree of linear polarization (red dashed line) is nearly
100%, and a significant amount (,15%) of circular polarization (blue dotted line)
is also detected. A consistent ‘S’-shaped PA swing is measured at each frequency.
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Figure 1 | Average pulse profiles of PSR J1745–2900 at each of the radio
frequencies where detections have been made. All observations have been
centred on the X-ray position measured with NASA’s Chandra X-ray
Observatory19. The telescope used, the total observation time required to generate
the profile and the average flux density are indicated in brackets after the
frequency label. In each case, the profile has been down-sampled from the original
sampling interval to 256 phase bins (64 for the Jodrell Bank data), and the peak
flux density has been normalized to unity. The profiles have been aligned on the
peak of the main pulse detected. By measuring accurate pulse arrival times, we
have constructed a coherent timing solution, that is, a model that tracks every
single rotation of the pulsar. Between modified Julian dates 56414 and 56426, this
model has given a value for the spin period of P 5 3.76354676(2) s and a value
for the time derivative of the period (spin-down) of _P~6:82 3ð Þ|10{12;
uncertainties in the last digit, given in brackets, are derived from the 1s error of
the timing model fit. Absolute timing from 1.5 to 8.35 GHz has established that
the main pulse in each profile is indeed aligned at each frequency.
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!

Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

Summary*
•  Unfortunately,!Einstein!did!not!live!to!see!discovery!of!pulsars!–!and!their!usage!

•  Pulsar!probe!gravity!for!strongly!self-gravita3ng!bodies!providing!unique!tests!

•  Measurements!are!usually!clean!and!precise!–!confirming!GR!so!far!

•  We!have!seen!new!never-seen-before!rela3vis3c!effects!in!the!Double!Pulsar!

•  Direct!detec3on!of!gravita3onal!waves!maybe!soon!–!also!using!pulsars!

•  Ul3mately,!we!will!probe!BH!proper3es!(plus!image!)!for!extreme!tests!of!GR!

•  Future!telescopes!-!especially!the!SKA!-!will!allow!so!much!more!!

•  At!the!end,!we!will!always!be!limited!by!the!available!compute!power..!!

!

“Wie(kommt(uns(da(die(pedan<sche(Genauigkeit(
der(Astronomie(zu(Hilfe,(über(die(ich(mich(im(S<llen(
früher(oZ(lus<g(machte!”((

(Albert!Einstein!in!leLer!to!Arnold!Sommerfeld,!9.12.1915)!

!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


